Astronomy Internship Data

CNS undergraduates participate in diverse experiential learning opportunities. Below is a list of internships that Physics and Astronomy Alumni participated in while attending UT Austin. This list was generated from self-reported information on the CNS graduation survey. There may be additional internships and programs attended by alumni that were not reported.

I worked as a...

The following list shows the internship titles that CNS students worked under at specific companies. You will find the lists formatted to represent the company name first, followed by the internship position title.

- Berkeley Seti Research Institute - Research Intern
- California Institute of Technology - Amgen Scholar
- Comcast - Software Engineer Intern
- DAAD RISE - Research Assistant
- Dell Technologies - Undergraduate Intern
- University of Wisconsin - Department of Astronomy - Research Assistant
- Genova Inc. - Intern
- Harvard - Research Intern
- Harvard - Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics - Research Assistant
- NanoHmics - Intern
- NASA - Planetary Protection Engineer
- NASA - Research Assistant
- NASA - Intern
- National Radio Astronomy Observatory/Max Planck Institute for Astronomy - Research Assistant
- Northern Arizona University - Research Fellow
- Nuclear Engineering Teaching Laboratory - Health Physics Intern
- Pangea Network - Lead Intern
- Re:3d - Senior Design Intern
- Sandia National Laboratories - Research Assistant
- Southwest Research Institute - Research Scientist Assistant
- Space Telescope Science Institute - Research Assistant
- Space Telescope Science Institute - SASP Intern
- Texas Exes Alumni Center - IT Intern
- Texas State House of Representatives - Intern
- University of Chicago - NSF Undergraduate Research Assistant
- UT Austin - Astronomy Department - Undergraduate Research Assistant
- UT Austin - Center for Nonlinear Dynamics - Research Assistant
- UT Austin - College of Natural Sciences - Research Assistant
- UT Austin - College of Natural Sciences - Summer Researcher
- UT Austin - Libraries - Media Lab Assistant
• UT Austin - McDonald Observatory - Summer Intern
• UT Austin - McDonald Observatory - Outreach Assistant
• UT Austin - University Leadership Network - Mentor
• UT Austin - UTeach - Peer Mentor
• UT Austin - UTeach - Data Analyst